Coworkers Connected Through Cooking
GiftNow and Spiceology partner to build employee morale with live streamed group cooking experiences

In today’s increasingly virtual working environment,
Spiceology, Inc., the fastest-growing privately held
spice company in America, partnered with Loop
Commerce on “Coworkers Connecting Through
Cooking,” an initiative for employers looking for
innovative and fun ways to re-energize and deepen
connections with their employees. The initiative
pulls employees together, virtually, while cooking at
home, and includes access to engaging, livestreamed cooking classes using a selection of spices
offered to the employees via GiftNow®, the gift
experience management solution™. The result is an
experience that enables coworkers to share their
culinary adventures digitally with their colleagues.
Showing Employee Appreciation
Creating Personal Engagement
Taking time to show your employees
that they are appreciated for hard work and
innovation plays a key part in building strong
culture. Gifts can boost morale and help improve
productivity which is vital to the success of any
company.

How Gifting Makes it Unique
A Selection of Spices Delivered by GiftNow

Creating a Unique Experience
Making it Memorable and Personal

With “Coworkers Connecting Through Cooking,”

One of the biggest challenges of working from

each employee selects a variety set of Spiceology’s
innovative spice blends using GiftNow. Spiceology

home is the lack of personal engagement that

chefs provide online cooking seminars customized

comes with being in the office sharing meals and
meetups with coworkers. Working with Spiceology,

for each organization that teach employees some
easy ways to use their new spice blends to liven up

the GiftNow solution enables employers to say
‘thank you’ to their employees with the practical gift

their meals and have fun experimenting in the
kitchen.

of learning to cook a delicious meal while also
creating connective experiences for virtual
engagement and team building.
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Defining the Experience
Spices, recipes and more
The “Coworkers Connecting Through Cooking”
initiative includes:
•

Spiceology’s unique, innovative gift set blends
and live streamed cooking classes featuring
Spiceology chefs (including Chef Matt
Broussard, @acooknamedMatt, who has over
four million followers on TikTok) for companies
to help their employees have some fun together
while doing what they're already doing –
cooking more at home with their families.

•

The GiftNow Gift Experience Management
solution that enables companies to take an
enterprise approach to managing gifting for

Employers are struggling to find
ways to foster collaboration and
camaraderie among their
employees when it’s simply not safe
to gather together.
We’re turning what can be a
mundane experience of preparing
your meals into an opportunity to
socialize, connect and share
passion for food with coworkers.
Employees can experiment with
flavor together, learn more about
each other through food, and just
enjoy the communal experience
that home cooking provides.

customers, partners and employees.

Chip Overstreet
CEO of Spiceology
About Spiceology

Founded in 2013, Spiceology is the fastest-growing
privately owned spice company in America. The
chef-owned and operated, one-stop spice shop
offers over 300+ spices, blends, herbs, chiles, salts,
confections, fruit & vegetable powders, and
modernist cooking. Spiceology brings flavor to
leading restaurants, favorite bars and watering
holes, as well as premier resorts, hotels and casinos
Interested in learning more about Spiceology
Connecting Coworkers with Cooking experiences
or holiday employee gift sets?
Contact gifting@spiceology.com.
hello@giftnow.com
www.giftnow.com
Loop Commerce, Inc.
100 1st Street, Suite 1250
San Francisco, CA 94105
CS-02-1020
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